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Basic idea

Brain/Machine “clown fish”
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Music recognition
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Text translation

“在⼀一个地洞⾥里住着⼀一
个霍⽐比特⼈人"Words Meaning …“In a hole in the 

ground there lived a 
hobbit…”
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Neural network
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Deep neural network

“clown fish”

Learned



Convolutional Neural Nets
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Convolutional Neural Nets
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Computation in a neural net

Input 
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representation 
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Computation in a neural net
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Computation in a neural net
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Pooling across feature channels (filter outputs) 
can achieve invariance.
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large 
response for 
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Computation in a neural net

… …

Filter PoolReLU

One “layer” of a CNN



Computation in a neural net
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f(x) = fL(. . . f2(f1(x)))



Computation in a neural net
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Ingredients

Select important features of the data 
— linear filters 
— pointwise nonlinearity

Group features that all indicate the same thing 
— pooling

Repeat to achieve greater abstraction
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Learning with deep nets
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Loss function
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Loss function for classification
Network output
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Loss function for regression

Network output

…

Ground truth value

“100 Newtons”

Task: How much force should I apply to open this door?

“10 Newtons”

zẑ Euclidean loss
kẑ � zk22



Learning with deep nets
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Learning with deep nets
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Learning with deep nets
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Gradient descent

argmin
w

X

i

`(zi, f(xi;w)) = L(w)

wt+1 = wt � ⌘t
@L(wt)

@w

One iteration of gradient descent:

learning rate
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Computing the gradients

L(x,w) = fL(. . . f2(f1(x;w1);w2) . . . )

Chain rule

@L

@wi
=

@fL
@fL�1

@fL�1

@fL�2
. . .

@fi
@wi

This can be computed efficiently using back-propagation.  

First run the net forward to see what kinds of errors it makes.  

Then propagate errors back, using the chain rule, to tell each 
layer how to adjust its weights to reduce the error.



Back-propagation
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How to avoid overfitting?

1. Network architecture as a prior 

2. Data augmentation 

3. Dropout



Network architecture as a prior

Convolutional nets use the prior that stuff in the world 
does not change identity as it translates.

Small layers require that the representation be parsimonious 
— complexity is penalized.
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Dropout

Srivastava et al., JMLR 2014

Optimal brain damage, Le Cun et al. 1990



How do deep neural nets work?

1. Hierarchy of simple, repeated computations 

2. Sift through data by filtering it 

3. Build up invariance by pooling alike features 

4. Can be learned with vanilla SGD
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http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/research/drawCNN/drawNet.html

Visualizing what is learned



Zeiler & Fergus, ECCV 2014

patches that strongly activate first layer filters

1st layer filters

c.f. Olshausen & Field, Nature 1996



Layer 2 Layer 5

patches that strongly activate neurons on specified layer

Zeiler & Fergus, ECCV 2014



Optimizing the input

Invert a CNN by finding the stimulus that maximizes 
the output of a class.

cuda-convnet toolbox1, although our net is less wide, and we used additional image jittering,
based on zeroing-out random parts of an image. Our weight layer configuration is: conv64-conv256-
conv256-conv256-conv256-full4096-full4096-full1000, where convN denotes a convolutional layer
with N filters, fullM – a fully-connected layer with M outputs. On ILSVRC-2013 validation set, the
network achieves the top-1/top-5 classification error of 39.7%/17.7%, which is slightly better than
40.7%/18.2%, reported in [8] for a single ConvNet.

2 Class Model Visualisation
In this section we describe a technique for visualising the class models, learnt by the image clas-
sification ConvNets. Given a learnt classification ConvNet and a class of interest, the visualisation
method consists in numerically generating an image [5], which is representative of the class in terms
of the ConvNet class scoring model.

More formally, let Sc(I) be the score of the class c, computed by the classification layer of the
ConvNet for an image I . We would like to find an L

2

-regularised image, such that the score Sc is
high:

argmax

I
Sc(I)� �kIk2

2

, (1)

where � is the regularisation parameter. A locally-optimal I can be found by the back-propagation
method. The procedure is related to the ConvNet training procedure, where the back-propagation is
used to optimise the layer weights. The difference is that in our case the optimisation is performed
with respect to the input image, while the weights are fixed to those found during the training stage.
We initialised the optimisation with the zero image (in our case, the ConvNet was trained on the
zero-centred image data), and then added the training set mean image to the result. The class model
visualisations for several classes are shown in Fig. 1.

It should be noted that we used the (unnormalised) class scores Sc, rather than the class posteriors,
returned by the soft-max layer: Pc =

expScP
c expSc

. The reason is that the maximisation of the class
posterior can be achieved by minimising the scores of other classes. Therefore, we optimise Sc to
ensure that the optimisation concentrates only on the class in question c. We also experimented
with optimising the posterior Pc, but the results were not visually prominent, thus confirming our
intuition.

3 Image-Specific Class Saliency Visualisation
In this section we describe how a classification ConvNet can be queried about the spatial support of
a particular class in a given image. Given an image I

0

, a class c, and a classification ConvNet with
the class score function Sc(I), we would like to rank the pixels of I

0

based on their influence on the
score Sc(I0).

We start with a motivational example. Consider the linear score model for the class c:

Sc(I) = wT
c I + bc, (2)

where the image I is represented in the vectorised (one-dimensional) form, and wc and bc are respec-
tively the weight vector and the bias of the model. In this case, it is easy to see that the magnitude
of elements of w defines the importance of the corresponding pixels of I for the class c.

In the case of deep ConvNets, the class score Sc(I) is a highly non-linear function of I , so the
reasoning of the previous paragraph can not be immediately applied. However, given an image
I
0

, we can approximate Sc(I) with a linear function in the neighbourhood of I
0

by computing the
first-order Taylor expansion:

Sc(I) ⇡ wT I + b, (3)
where w is the derivative of Sc with respect to the image I at the point (image) I

0

:

w =

@Sc

@I

����
I0

. (4)

Another interpretation of computing the image-specific class saliency using the class score deriva-
tive (4) is that the magnitude of the derivative indicates which pixels need to be changed the least

1
http://code.google.com/p/cuda-convnet/

2

How much visual structure does the net actually 
encode?



Simonyan et al. ICLR 2014 



Mahendran & Vedaldi CVPR 2015 



Invariance and Equivariance

Lenc & Vedaldi, CVPR 2015 



Zhou et al. ICLR 2014 

“Object Detectors Emerge in Deep Scene CNNs”



Vision

Edges

“Textons”

Colors

Segments

Parts
Objects “Coral  

  Reef”

CNNs appear to learn the classical visual processing 
hierarchy.



What do they learn?

1. Huge capacity to absorb data 

2. Learn something like the classical visual 
hierarchy 

3. Increasing invariance as we go deeper 

4. But still retain a lot of low-level stuff (e.g., spatial 
layout) even pretty deep (conv5)



Outline

1. Basic theory 

2. What do they learn? 

3. Practical use



1989 LeNet



2012 AlexNet



2014 GoogleNet



Slide from caffe.berkeleyvision.org

http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org


Frameworks

1. Caffe
+ Fast and popular 
- Hard to use 
C++ with limited Matlab and Python interfaces 

2. Theano
+ Symbolic computation and automatic differentiation 
Python 

3. Torch
Lua 

4. MatConvNet
+ Easy to use 
- Might be slightly slower than alternatives 
Matlab



Three levels of usage

1. Use a pre-trained CNN as a feature extractor 

2. Fine-tune on limited data 

3. Train from scratch on big data



Using CNN features

CNN Features off-the-shelf: an Astounding Baseline for Recognition, Razavian et al. 2014 

Use this vector as a generically useful image representation
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Finetuning CNNs

1. Download a pre-trained network 

2. Replace loss layer with a new one for your 
specific problem 

3. Run SGD



How much data do you need?

State-of-the-art object recognition is trained on ~1 million 
labeled images.

But you can get somewhat close with ~10k labeled images.
Agrawal et al. 2014

And you can also get very close with unlabeled data.
Doersch et al. 2015 
Wang & Gupta 2015 
Chen & Gupta 2015



What hardware do you need

For many problems, a laptop CPU is enough.

For big problems, a single powerful GPU (e.g., Tesla) is 
enough.

Can run with GPUs on openmind.



What can you do with them?

Long et al., CVPR 2015

Parse images

Vig et al., CVPR 2014

Model perception

Model the brain

Yamins et al., PNAS 2014

Beat humans at Atari games

Mnih et al., Nature 2015



Practical use

1. Slow to learn, very fast at inference time 

2. Require a lot of data 

3. But can avoid this by starting with a pre-trained 
network 

4. Achieve great performance 

5. Many easy to use implementations



Thanks!


